Recognition at Jamestown Settlement

May 31, 2019

Available Recognition:

- Gallery Building (naming) $4,000,000
- Special Exhibition Gallery (naming) $2,000,000
- Education Wing (naming) $1,500,000
- Visitor Services Wing (naming) $1,500,000
- Quadricentennial Plaza (naming) $1,000,000
- Endowment for Senior Curator Position (naming) $1,000,000
- Film Credit on Rebellion Theater Film (recognition) $750,000
- Rebellion Theater Room (recognition) $500,000
- Endowment for Associate Curator Position (naming) $500,000
- Water Feature in Plaza (reserved) (naming) $500,000
- Pocahontas and Tobacco area in gallery (recognition) $300,000
- Jamestown Chamber of Great Hall (recognition) $250,000
- Legacy Walk (recognition) $250,000
- Gallery Walk (naming) $200,000
- Classroom A (naming) $200,000
- Classroom B (naming) $200,000
- Classroom C (naming) $200,000

*packaged naming for Classrooms A,B & C is $500,000*

- Virginia Chamber of Great Hall (recognition) $200,000
- Education Wing Conference Rooms A & B (naming) $150,000
- Voyage and Arrival Theater area in gallery (recognition) $150,000
- Pocahontas Interactive Table (recognition) $150,000
- Africans in Jamestown area in gallery (recognition) $130,000
- Classroom E (naming) $125,000
- The Angolans area in gallery (recognition) $125,000
- Powhatan Wars area in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- Women in Jamestown area in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- Personal Stories Interactive (85” monitor) (recognition) $100,000
- Native American Dwelling in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- African Dwelling in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- English Dwelling in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- Named Endowment (naming) $100,000
- Growth of the Colony area in gallery (recognition) $75,000
- Museum Operations & Education office area (recognition) $75,000
- Ferrar Papers Interactive (2-22” monitors) (hold) (recognition) $50,000
- Hands On Stations in gallery (4 available) (recognition) $50,000
- Digital Trail (1. Adult, 2. Children, 3. Outdoor Area) (recognition) $30,000
- Granite Bench in Quadricentennial Plaza (12 available) (recognition) $20,000
- Metal Bench near entrance (10 available) (recognition) $15,000
- Metal Bench in Bus/Group Arrival area (6 available) (recognition) $10,000
- Teak Bench on The Walk (3 available) (recognition) $10,000
- Website Recognition for Legacy Wall content (recognition) tbd

**Flags in Quadricentennial Plaza**
All 50 states are represented in Quadricentennial Plaza

Available Flags ($50,000):

1. Alabama
2. Alaska
3. Arizona
4. Arkansas
5. Colorado
6. Connecticut
7. Delaware
8. Florida
9. Georgia
10. Hawaii
11. Idaho
12. Indiana
13. Iowa
14. Kansas
15. Kentucky
16. Louisiana
17. Maryland
18. Michigan
19. Minnesota
20. Mississippi
21. Missouri
22. Montana
23. Nebraska
24. Nevada
25. New Mexico
26. North Dakota
27. Ohio
28. Oklahoma
29. Oregon
30. Pennsylvania
31. Rhode Island
32. South Carolina
33. South Dakota
34. Tennessee
35. Texas
36. Utah
37. Vermont
38. Washington
39. Wyoming

Available Flag ($100,000):

40. Virginia  

Reserved Flags: California, Illinois, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, West Virginia, Wisconsin
Recognition at the
American Revolution Museum at Yorktown

May 31, 2019

Available Recognition:

- Theater (naming) $1,000,000
- Education Center (naming) $800,000
- Introductory Film (film credit) $750,000
- Special Exhibition Gallery (naming) $750,000
- Siege Theater in gallery (recognition) $600,000
- Plaza at museum entrance (naming) $500,000
- Grand Corridor (recognition) $500,000
- The British Empire area in gallery (recognition) $450,000
- The Changing Relationship area in gallery (recognition) $400,000
- Liberty Tree computer interactive in gallery (recognition) $250,000
- Battle Game computer interactive in gallery (recognition) $150,000
- Personal Stories computer interactive in gallery (recognition) $100,000
- Café Room (recognition) $100,000
- Digital Trail: James Lafayette (An Unlikely Spy) (recognition) $30,000
- Digital Trail: Henry Knox (A Military Life) (recognition) $30,000
- Digital Trail: George Washington recognition) $30,000
- Digital Trail: Loyalists (God Save the King) (recognition) $30,000
- Digital Trail: Women (Remember the Ladies) (recognition) $30,000
- Metal Bench (recognition) $10,000

Flags in Flag Court
Flags from the 13 original colonies are represented

Available Flags ($50,000): Connecticut, Georgia, Maryland, New Jersey, Rhode Island, South Carolina.

Reserved Flags: Delaware, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Virginia
Additional Information Pertaining to the Guidelines for Donor Recognition and Naming Opportunities

An “interactive” or “computer interactive” is a station located in the museum gallery where visitors will use technology to explore in more depth information about people and concepts.

A “digital trail” is additional information about a person or theme that serves as a self-guided tour accessed from a smart phone or similar mobile device while in the museum galleries. An app will be required to access the content.

Based on a conservative estimate of computer hardware lifespan and software upgrades, recognition on both “computer interactives” and “digital trails” will be limited to three to five years.

Selected recognition is subject to the approval of the Board of Directors of the Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation, Inc. Executive Committee and the Jamestown-Yorktown Foundation Board of Trustees Executive Committee.

Unless stated otherwise in writing, naming and recognition opportunities will be in effect for the life of the building, space or exhibit.